
Role title: Head of Product
Type: Full time
Start date: ASAP
Location: Katto HQ, London (Battersea)

Job Description

Katto is a modern kitchenware company. From our workshop in South London, we design and hand-make
exceptional kitchen kit that doesn’t break the bank. And - courtesy of our brilliant customers - we're
growing very quickly.

In light of this, we're hunting for a Head of Product to help us design, refine and co-ordinate the
manufacture of a range of new products.

This crucial role is comprised of two main components:

1. Design

- Approximately 50% of your time will be spent researching, moodboarding and deciding on which
new products we should produce.

- You will not be responsible for actually designing, drawing or prototyping products (we’re hiring an
agency to execute that bit). But you will be responsible for briefing the agency and managing that
relationship.

2. Delivery

- Once we’ve finalised the design of a new product, you’ll be in charge of getting it made. This will
involve sourcing suppliers where necessary (our design agency will help with this), negotiating
with them, overseeing product testing and finally ordering inventory.

- Whilst the vast majority of the suppliers and craftspeople we work with are based in the UK, you
should expect to spend a few days per month traveling to Italy, France and Germany.

Qualities you must have

You do not need to have done this job before; or even to have done a similar job before. But in order to
do it you’ll need to:

- Have a keen aesthetic sense and an understanding of great design.
- Possess a deep knowledge of the kitchenware market (and a passion for cooking)



As well as having:

- Excellent numeracy (including an understanding of basic statistics)
- Some experience in negotiating/managing commercial relationships.
- An extremely tight attention to detail.
- A positive, ‘can do’ attitude and willingness to roll up your sleeves.

What we’re offering

- £40,000 base salary
- Equity on day 1 (plus a share option scheme)
- Unlimited holiday
- Flexible working

And finally

We want Katto to be a lively, inclusive and diverse place to work. And with this in mind we'd love to hear
from people of all ethnic origins, national origins, genders, races, colours, religious beliefs, disabilities,
sexual orientations, ages and marital statuses. So long as you're good at the job, hard working and kind,
that's good enough for us.

To apply

To apply for this role email your CV and cover letter to hello@katto.shop.


